Abstract. The SFC approach has been widely studied. The conventional television adopted interlaced scanning format to reduce motion artifacts. The converting procedure of interlaced signal into a progressive format is known as format conversion. In this paper, we study directional information and evaluate and compare objective and subjective performances by using widow size.
Introduction
The SFC has been widely studied at the beginning of TV broadcastings [1] . The SFC reduces the bandwidth (BW) by half, and it applies the spatial and temporal characteristics of HVS.
This concept is based on the fact that the human eyes are less sensitive to artifacts than to large area artifacts [2] [3] [4] . However, the SFC has many stages and still being studied. For instance, SFC is adopted in high definition television, mobile phone internet and various formats of video [5] [6] [7] . Therefore, there are requires for conversion between diverse formats.
Proposed Method
During interlacing process, the original frame is divided into two fields. Then, the interlaced signal is vertically upsampled by deinterlacing method. This is called deinterlacing. The process is depicted in Fig. 1 The proposed method enlarges filter size and calculate edge directions. Following equations show how the system reconstruct the missing pixels:
where k is integer number, ranging from -N to N. The missing pixel is calculated as
where k is the selected k from Eq. (1). Figure 2 shows an example of -1≤k≤1 case. 
Experimental Results
To evaluate the significance of our window size assessment, we use of objective and subjective performances. We used 24 black and white images and their sizes were 1920×1080, 1280×720, 512×512, and 352×288. The simulation environment is Intel Core 2 Duo CPU E8500 @ 3.16 GHz. 
Conclusion
By discussing the presented method, we found the optimal number of window size for edge direction. The conventional TV systems used interlaced scanning format, and thus these format must be transformed to progressive scanning signal. The objective performance and visual quality were shown in performance analysis section. 
